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Unique Ideas: A Guide To Innovative Teaching was developed in corre;ation with
the numerical coding of the MSRTS Skills Lists published by the Migrant Student
Record Transfer System.

This publication has been paid for through Chapter I, ECIA, Migrant Education
Funds, Section 143. The opinions expressed herein do not necessarily reflect the
position or policy of the U.S. Department of Educatiai, and no official endorsement
by the U.S. Department of Education should be inferred.
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Buwetin
Boarws

An exciting
section of decorative,
skill-related, and
content bulletin boards



Are you bulletin bored?
Let bulletin boards be a motivational tool for your classroom. Bulletin boards
can motivate your students, strengthen their self-concepts, improve their study
skills and
create an exciting,
decorative and stimulating
environment for your students.

The bulletin boards presented
in this book are teaching
bulletin boards as well as
decorative and easy to
duplicate. All of the patterns
in this book can be enlarged
with an opaque projector.
When using the opaque pro-
jector, make sure you use the
dull side of the poster board
for coloring your picture to
achieve clean lines.

2
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Bulletin Bowl Tips
Siudents love bulletin boards that display shiny objects, vivid colors, touch and feel ob-
jects and 3-D effects. Here are some suggestions:

Background Materials
crepe paper
construction paper
foil wrapping paper
wallpaper
burlap
netting
contact paper
fabric

corrugated cardboard
newsprint/newspaper
tissue paper
road maps
felt
sandpaper
cork sheets
paper tablecloths

Borders
Many of the background materials listed above can be used to create a border for
your bulletin boards. The borders shown on this page were made by using the scraps
from the Ellison Letter Machine.

More Border Materials
twisted crepe paper
ruffled crepe paper
tinsel
cotton

twisted or braided yarn
artificial vines or flowers
paper doilies cut in half
ribbon-paper flowers

3-I) Effects
To make the 3-D effect, glue pieces of sponge or styrofoam on the back of the objects
on the bulletin board. This will make them stand out from the bulletin board.
More 3-D Materials

glitter
cotton
yarn

sandpaper
baskets

3 9
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An Egg Is On Us!

Skill #24o
ReedingShort Vowels

Objective:
The student will identify the short sounds of the vowels a, e, 1, 0, u.

Directions:
This nonsense sentence and the visual representation of it will help the student
remember the short sounds of the vowels, a, e, I, o and u. Have the students memorize
the sentence for a ready reference of the short vowel sounds.

4



Fishing For Books
Skill #860
Reading-- Appropriate Reading Speed

Objective:
The student will read easier material for pleasure.

Directions:
This bulletin board doubles as a reading motivator. Have each child
make two construction paper fish in any color and print his name across
the front. Tack one fish from each student on the bulletin board. Take the
other fish that the student made and attach a long piece of colored yarn
to each fish. Each time the student reads another book he may make
another fish and staple it to the length of yarn. He also writes the name
of his book on his fish. At the end of a designated time period, the child
with the longest "school" of fish winswhat elsea book!
A Suggestion:
Make a cardboard figure and dress him in faded cloth scraps wit) paper
curls for hair and use a dowel and string for the fishing pole.

5 11



In
Apple
Order

In Apple Order

Skill #520
ReadingSequence

Objective:
The student will identify the sequence of related pictures.

Directions:
Place the bright red apples and yellow worms in scrambled order on a vibrantly col-
ored background. Have the student arrange the objects in sequential order from left to
right. Then have him write or tell a story about the sequence

A Suggestion:
Make the title unique by cutting the letters f-om a colorful fabric or textured wallpaper

2
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Whoiromo Knows These Words?
Skill #920
Reading Locational Skills
Objective:
The student will utilize the dictionary.

Directions:
This bulletin board hot only decorates the classroom for Halloween, but it also in-
troduces vocabulary words appropriate to the season. Have the student find the mean-
ing of each word in a dictionary. Then have him choose one word each day to use cor-
rectly in conversation at least three times. He may keep a list of the words he chooses
and indicate how he uses them.

Variation: .

Have the students write bewitching Halloween stories using the vocabulary words from
the above activity.

7 13



Schwa Bus Rules
Skill #8110
ReadingFollowing Directions

Objective:
The student will follow written directions.

Directions
Through a discussion of school bus safety,
let the students help with this bulletin board
by deciding what rules should be written on
the apples. To motivate students to follow
the rules suggested, award a certificate like
the one shown on the right to each student
as he learns to comply with the rules.

8

Toot-toot tor you!

follows a the rules corn.
Ing and going from sCh001 Congratula
tions to suCh a well-bencwed ttelvelef

Signed
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THE
AMERICAN
EXPERIENCE

The American Experience
Skill #880
Reading.-Following Directions
Objective:
The student will perform a task as read.

Directions:
Encourage an all-American effort on the part of your students with the American Ex-
perience bulletin board. Have the student select a card from the activities envelope
and perform the task Each student's best activity may be displayed on the bulletin
board.

Activity Suggestions:
1. Write a personal definition of freedom. (This is a good class assignment.)
2. Draw at least five different American flags that have been used since the birth of

our nation.
3. Make a list of as many places or things you can think of that were named to

honor Abraham Lincoln.
4. Read the Gettysburg Address and select your favorite sentence. Neatly print it on

an index card and use it as a bookmark.
5. Make an invitation to an imaginary presidential dinner party. Prepare a guest list

to include at least twenty people, living or from the past.
6. Write questions for a game of "Presidential Pursuit." Research and create some

real sturnpers.
7. Design a brochure selling America to the Pilgrims.
8. List five famous people who were born in February. Tell when they were born and

why they are famous.

stt 5
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Talk Up A Good Book
Skin #860
ReadingAppropriate Reading Speed

Objective:
The student will read for pleasure.

Directions:
Have the student draw a self-portrait and place it on the bulletin board. On one
dialogue bubble have him write the title and author of a book he has read, and, on
the other have him write a comment about the book.

Variation:
Have the student design a book jacket for his book or make a shape book in a design
that is significant to the story.

f;
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All About Me
Skills #460, 480
ReadingMain Idea, Related Details

Objective:
The student will express the main idea, and identify items that support the main idea.

Directions:
Have each student construct a book in the shape of c in silhouette and add a hatto his shape book to denote a special interest or career aspiration. Then have him writea short story in his book entitled, "All About Me," in which he tells something abouthimslef. Display the books on a bulletin board as shown above, and have each stu-
dent, in turn, identify the main idea and the related details of his story.

A Suggestion for Construction:
In a darkened room, seat the child so that the light from an opaque projector projectshis silhouette onto white paper. Draw the outline onto the paper and have the student
cut his silhouette out of black poster board for the covers of his book. Sheets of whitetyping paper may be added for the inside pages.

'7



Prefix Pumpkin Patch
Skill #420
ReadingPrefixes

Objective:
The student will identify prefixes in words.

Directions:
/Have the student identify the prefix in each word on the pumpkins. Then have him list at

least one other word containing each prefix identified and write a Halloween story us-
ing as many of the words from the acfivily as possible.

A Suggestion:
For a three-dimensional flair, use curly paper str:ps tor the hair, hands and feet of the
scarecrow.

1 8
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Crazy Alphabet
Skill #100
ReadingAlphabet
Objective:
The student will identify the sequential order of the alphabet,

Directions:
Display this bulletin board for visual reinforcement at. be students learn the sequentialorder of the letter symbols.

A Suggestion:
Play the game of rhythm. Each student must give the correct letter and an animal,vegetable or mineral to go with it; for example, the first player may say, "Aapple,"and the second, "Bbeor."

i
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Colorful Helpers!
Skill #880
ReadingFollowing Directions
Objective:
The student will follow multiple sequential directions.

Directions
Give the students directions on how to care for the plants, post the flag and clec.n up.
Each week different students' names are put into the crayon boxes. Each student must
follow the directions given to perform his task for the entire week.

A Suggestion:
How can you be fair when choosing a student to assist you in class? Print the names of
your children on small slips of paper and place them in a box on your desk. When you
need a helper, just draw a name from the box and write it on the crayon. Students will

enjoy the suspense!

44
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The Clown
Skill #8150
ReadingFollowing Directions
Objective:
The student will follow multiple sequential directions.

Directions:
Give the students detailed instructions on how to perform the tasks listed on the
balloons. Each week a different students name is written on each balloon. Each stu-
dent must follow the directions given to carry out his responsibilities for the week.
A Variation:
Want to give students a lift on the very first day of school and help them learn their
classmates' names at the same time? Give each child a colored balloon labeled with
his name to be attached with string lc his desk or wrist.

15 21



Get A Line On
Things To Come

sliM #940
ReadingOrganizing

Objective:
The student will arrange details in logical order.

Directions:
Use this bulletin board to help students organize the activities of each week. Let the
students, individually or as a group, write the events of each day of the week in the
order of occurrence.

22
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Vocabulary Garden
Skill #920
ReadingLocational Skills

Objective:
The student will utilize the dictionary.

Directions:
Each student may choose a word from the dictionary whose meaning he did notpreviously know. When he has used it correctly three times, he may write it 9re a flowercenter and place it on the bulletin board. Add flowers as they are needeg`.
A Suggestion:
When it's time to retire the bulletin board, give each student the flower(s) he has earn-ed. Provide students with an activity sheet of flowers. Each time he learns a new word.he may add it to his "vocabulary garden."
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A Classy Graph
Skill #900
Reading...Chart/Graph/Map Reading

Objective:
The students will construct a bar graph.

Directions:
Have the students take a survey within their classroomm determining how many students

have block hair, brown hair, blonde hair and red hair. Have them chart their findings

on a bar graph. Use this classroom project as an attractive bulletin board display.

A Suggestion:
Use different colors of yarn to designate each hair color.

A Variation:
Have students make a "birthday graph." Make a chart with twelve vertical columns.
Label the columns at the bottom of the sheet with the months of the year. Then have
each student draw a self-portrait on a small piece of paper. Label each picture with
the student's name. Have the students place their pictures on the chart in the ap-
propriate vertical column. This type of graph can also be used to graph other things,
such as, favorite holidays, foods, colors, numbers, the weather and the different ways
students get to school.

18 2 4



Wanted, Safe Return
Of All Homework
Skill #5.0
ReadingFollowing Directions
Objective:
The student will perform a task as heard or read.
Directions
Have each student make a ten-gallon hat and print his name on it. Post the hats on aboard around the "wanted" poster. Each time an assignment is completed properly, astar is placed on the student's hat.

This activity ts token from Pot Voriold publication by Nett Fosnach1

i9 25 BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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We're Up And Away!

Skill #500

Objective:
The student will arrange papers under a specific topic.

Directions:
Have the students make unique balloon shapes from colorful foil like the ones shown
above ond affach a piece of yarn to each. Collect an assortment of papers of different
subjects and appoint one student each day to display one on each balloon shape
under the correct heading.

20
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Screaming Headlines

Skill #660
ReadingFigurative Language

Objective:
The student will identiN similes, metaphors, alliterations and personifications.

Directions:
Have each student define simile, metaphor, alliteration, personification and pun, and
record the terms and definitions in a notebook. Have the students look through
newspapers for headlines that demonstrate each type of figurative expression. Display
the examples on a bulleting board like the one shown above.



The Five W's

Who? The Wolf
What? Tried to blow the houses down
When? Once upon a time
Where? At the three little pigs' houses
Why? The wolf wanted to eat the pigs.

The Five W's
Skill #800
ReadingTime/Identify Signal Words
Objective:
The student will identify who, what, when, where and why.

Directions:
Enlist the aid of fairy tales to focus on the five w's with the bulletin board shown above.
Have each student choose a favorite fairy tale and have him identify who, what, where,
when and why in the story. Then have the students rewrite their fairy tales as news
stories.

Variation:
Have the students, individually or as a group, prepare a news story about a school
event incorporating the five w's.

28
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Made In The U.S.A.
Skill #900
Reading-Chart/Graph/Mag Reading
Objective:
The student will utilize a map of the United States.

Directions:
Use this bulletin board to encourage students to be aware of where the products theyuse are manufactured, processed or grown. Have students save a varlet/ of labels andtags from items purchased instruct the students to bring these to school and pin themto the bulletin board in the correct geographical location. if a label or tag is notavailable, have the student make an index card with a picture of the object and printwhere it was manufactured. Encourage students to cover the entire map.

Suggested Products:
clothes televisions textiles paper goods coffeelumber products food machines decorations bikesshoes toys jewelry books tea

23 2:1



The Apple Of My Eye

Skill #560
Readingd-Following Directions

Objective:
the student will perform 0 task as heard.

Direction=
This bulletin board will provide good incentive for turning in neat homework papers.
Make bright red apples large enough to hold a page of homework. Assign an apple to
each student. Each day the students are responsible for displaying their homework
papers on the apples. At the end of the week, have students make "Apple" shape
books (see page 108) to hold their week's work.

A Variation:
For enrichment, have the students include in their shape books stories on such topics as,

"If I Were An Apple" or "If I Could Talk to Johnny Appleseed."

A Suggestion:
Make the title unique by cutting the letters for "Apple" from a brightly colc.7ed calico
fabric.

3(1
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Brush Up On Reading Skills
Reading Skills Chart

Skills #680, MO, 920
Readings-Sunisnarizing Appropriate Reading Speed,

and Lacational
Objective:
The student will summarize, determine reading speed and utilize appropriate readingskills.

Directions:
Have the student select an activity from the bulletin board and complete the tasks as
directed.

Variation:
Use the same bulletin board for the display of book jackets to Introduce new books andto encourage recding.

Suggestion:
National Book Week is an excellent time to utilize this bulletin board. Coordinate
activities with your librarian. Find out if there are any local authors in your area and
have them visit your class.

25 3



We Know Our * ABC's

Skill #100
ReadingAlphabet
Objective:
The student will identify the leffers of the alphabet.

Direct? ons:
When the student can identity the symbol for each letter and is able to recite the letters
in alphabetical order, he may write his name on the bulletin board.

A Suggestion:
Give award certificates patterned after the bulletin board above.
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Map Matching
Skill #900
ReadingChart/Graph/Map Reading
Objective:
The student will utilize a map of the United States.

Directions:
At the bottom of the bulletin board place several envelopes labeled similarly to thoseshown above. In each envelope, place appropriate names on slips of tagboard.Students may select envelopes and try to place all name slips in the correct locations.This can be a practice board as well s a board for team contests and time limit exer-cises. See how many capital cities the students can pin on in one minute!
A Suggestion:
Provide each student with a map of the U.S. Have the student plan a trip across theUnited States with a stop beginning with each letter of the alphabet. Each stop shouldbe a city and the stops should be in alphabetical order. Have him plot the trip on his in-dividual map. An example: A-Atlanta, Georgia; B-Baltimore, Maryland; C-Chica
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Arrange These Often
Misspelled Words In ABC Order

Spelling Bloops And Blunders
Skill #100
ReadingAlphabet
Objective:
The student will arrange letter symbols in sequential order.

Directions:
Have the student arrange the words on the bulletin board in alphabetical order. When
the student has mastered these, add new ones from the "Spelling Bloops and Blunders"
list given on the next page.

A Suggestion:
Put the "Spelling Bloops and Blunders" list on a window shade (a permanent bulletin
board). Pull the window shade down before a spelling bee. When the contest has
started put the window shade into its up position.

34
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101 commonly misspelled words.. .

accept guess often until
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My Historical Birthday
Skill #920
Readings-Locational Skills
Objective:
The student will appropriately utilize resource materials.

Directions:
Display the current month's calendar on the bulletin board. Have each student with a
birthday in that month find out what events took place on the day he was born. He may
use a library to consult newspapers published on his birthday. Then have him expand
his research, using encyclopedias and almanacs, to include events that took placeon
his birth date throughout history before and since his birth. Have him compile the infor-
mation and display it on the birthday bulletin board.

A Variation:
Have the student compile a birthday book using headlines and pictures from
newspapers and magazines in the birthday shape book shown on page 113.



Ito 0 Of.
......."

wrote the national anthem?

Imade the American flag?

11111.1101111MP.111111MIN.MMIN....1.1f
is called the "Father
of Our Country"?

wrote the Declaration
of Independence?

WhoO0000
Skill #920
ReadingLocational Skills

Objective:
The student will utilize appropriate resource materials.

Directions:
This bulletin board displays questions in the field of history. Have the students use theappropriate resource materials to answer the questions given above.

A Variation:
This bulletin board may be adapted to any of the content areas by changing the ques-tions.

Acitvify faken from American Social Studies Characters by Mary Lou Olson and William R Johnson

31 3 7



"My Name Begins Like. ."
Skill #060
ReadingAuditory Discrimination

Objective:
The student will identify words that begin with the same sound as his name.

Directions:
Have the student find and cut out four or five pictures representing words that begin
with the same sound as his name. After he has found the pictures, have him assemble
them to make a mini-poster. Display one student's poster each week. Place the
student's name in the box provided.

38
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Begins Like. ."

"My Name Begins Like.

A Variation:
When all posters have been displayed individually from the activity on the precedingpage, use all to make an attractive bulletin board display as shown above

A Suggestion:
Have students, working in pairs, compose a ten-item listing of positive thoughts abouttheir partners that will be likely to identify the person being complimented. When thelistings are completed, try a guessing game with the class to see if the statements serveto identify the student

InCOPY AVAILABLE
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Most improved

1111 tyro,
06, Ted

Spelling Test

hot
planer
umpire
baseball
diamond
field
glove

Ralph

Spelling Test

Spelling Tes:

bat
player
umpire
baseball
deamond
fielci
glove

bat
Player
ut Notre
bdseboll
diamond
field
glove

Most Improved Batting

Skill #940
ReadingOrganizing

Objective:
The student will arrange details in logical order and take notes.

Directions:
Use this bulletin board to encourage students to improve study habits and reach per-
sonal goais. Have each student write down one area of study or performance he would
like to improve. Then have him list specific ways he plans to accomplish his self-
improvemem. For one week, have him keep daily notes as to specific ways he attemp-
ted to improve. At the end of the week, let him display on the bulletin board the paper
he feels shows his best effort toward accomplishing his goal.

4 o
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Hear Yet Hear Ye!
Skill #920
ReadingLocational Skills
Objective:
The student will utilize appropriate resource materials.

Directions:
Have the student identify the thirteen original colonies and write the names on thelaminated map with a permanent marker. When a student has memorized and recited
the Preamble to the Constitution, he may write his name on the scroll.

Suggestions:
Use cotton for the statesman's hair, a folded doily for his ascot and brown kraft paperfor the constitution.

Activity taken from American Social Studies Characters by Mary Lou Orson and Wiliam R Johnson
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Around These United States

Around These United States
Skill #920
ReadingLocational Skills
Objective:
The student will utilize resource materials appropriately.

Directions:
This bulletin board encourages students to learn more about a variety of states. Assign
each student a state to research. For each student, duplicate a map of the state that is
assigned to him. Have each student find out about the state's climate, industries, places
of special interest, etc. Also ecnourage your students to write to Chambers of Com-
merce, tourist organizations, etc., to request information on their assigned states.

Suggestions:
I. Have each student give a written or oral report on his findings.
2. Have each student "adopt" his state for the school year. When he finds or

hears news stories on his stop- have him report them to the entire class.
3. Have each student write a letter to a friend and convince him why he should

visit that state. Add the letters to the bulletin board.

4 2
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You Are Cordially Invited
To Tea By The Sea

A TEA PARTY

When: Tonight
Where: Boston Harbor
Time: When all are asleep
Dress: Indian attire
Entertainment:

Tossing a bit of tea
into the sea.

You Are Cordially Invited
To Tea By The Sea
Skill #800
ReadingTime/Identity Signal Words
Objective:
The student will identify who, what, whet), where and how.

Directions:
Let this bulletin board launch a study of the facts surrounding the Boston Tea Party in
colonial history. Instruct the students to answer the questions: who, what, when, where
and how concerning this event. Other historical events may be depicted in the same
manner. Have the students construct a bulletin board using a similar format depicting
an event of their choosing.

A Suggestion:
Each completed invitation can be used to create a bulletin board. The bulletin board
collection could then be displayed in proper sequence.

Actryrty taken from American Social Studies Characters by Mary Lou Olson and Wtlharn f2 Johnson



Famous White House
Ghosts

Famous White
House Ghosts
Skill #400
Oral Language
Story Telling
Objective:
The student will relate an
original story or incident for
the purpose of entertaining.

Directions:
Read aloud the story about
White House Ghosts. Then
select one student to begin an
original ghost story centered
around the information in the
article. Allow each student an
opportunity to add Iwo
minutes of storytelling and the
last person must give the story
an appropriate ending.
A Suggestion:
You might want to tape the story. Sometimes a scary homemade story can be very fun-
ny when you hear it a second time,

°WHITE HOUSE GHOSTS
In neatly every town in America

there are at least a few houses
which otaim ttle reputation of be-
ing haunted bur the most wefl
known haunted house of alt is the
white House in Washington I) C
According to official govern
merit record:: the ghostS of at
least eight well known people
hove been seen in various rooms
of the White House. and there ore
many reports of mysterious and
unaccountable rapping noises
creaks and groans

The oldest White House ghost is
Abigail Adams wife of the se
cana President John Adams
who is occasionally seen floatina
in and out at the Fast Room where
she wed to hang laundry to dry
And Dolley Madison's ghost is
supposed to return each year to
look at the roses she planted in
the garden Both Andrew Jackson
and Thomas Jefferson occ

sionalty haunt the White House
and sometimes Jefferson has
been heard playing his violin

But the most famous White
1-40use ghost is Abraham lincoln
He has treauently teen seen ston .
ding iri hit, r;),Orn ga/ing ut the

f ven f leanot Roosevelt
clairneu have once met I in
Coln's ghost And therPp IS a
legend that you coil hear
Abraham i n:ofn s ghost pacing
the floor the night before some
terrible calamity occurs

However not on White House
ghosts ore presidents or their
wives The original owner of the
lona the White House is built c-sn is
sometimes heord (but never seen)
announcing himself to guests
and there is a ghostly tanitor who
is seen wandering through the
halls of the mansion dusting the
woodwork

**White House Ghosts- taken from Steven Coneys Kids' Amerlea.
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The Story Of Old Glory

The Story Of Old Glory
Skill #100
Oral LanguageRelevant Details
Objective:
The student will listen to and relate details which support and develop the main idec,.

Directions:
Read aloud to the students each of the paragraphs above. Have the students deter-
mine the main idea of each paragraph and then have them point out relevant details
that support the main ideas.

A Suggestion:
For a three-dimensional effect, make Betsy Ross's hat from muslin and stuff it with bat-
ting.

4 5
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It's Your Day
Skill #280
Oral LanguageDescribing
Objective:
The student will describe an action or event.

Directions:
On each student's special day, print his name and birthdate on the gift tag. On the day
atter the birthday, have the student describe the "big event" to the class.

A Suggestion:
Encourage each student to keep a birthday journal in which he makes notes about his
birthday each year.

Hint:
For a three-dimensional effect, use real tissue paper on the hat.

4 f;
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Apple Pickin'
Time!
Skills #440, 480
Oral Language
Nouns, Verbs

Objective:
The student will recognize and
use nouns and verbs.

Directions:
Have the student pick an
apple from the tree and use the word written on it in a sentence. Then have him deter-
mine whether he used the word as a verb or a noun and place the apple in the
appropriate basket.

4 7
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Antonym Relatives
Skill #620
Oral LanguageAntonyms
Objective:
The student will identify antonyms.

Directions:
Have each student bring two objects to class that can be easily compared using an-
tonyms. Hold a contest to see who can name the most pairs of antonyms to correctly
compare his objects.

4 S
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Today's
Menu:

Southern Fried Chicken,
Mashed Potatoes/Gravy,
English Peas, Hot Roll, Cherry
Shortcake, and Milk.

Today's Menu
Skill #580
Oral LanguageCategories
Objective:
The student will classify words by groups.

Directions:
Fost the school menu daily on this bulletin board. Have one student categorize the
day's menu into the four basic food groups: breads, meats, vegetables and dairy pro-
ducts.

Variation:
Have the student make up menus for a week of lunches. Remind him to incorporate all
four food groups.

4
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Recipe from: Room 26
Serves: Everyone

student
41 Positive Aftltude
A Dash of Responsibility
Good Study Habits

Mix and Serve!

Here's What's Cookin':
A Successful School Year
Skill #300
Oral LanguageDiscussing
Objective:
The student will demonstrate the exchange of information and opinions through verbal
interaction.

Directions:
This bulletin board is good to use at the beginning of the school year to motivate
students to begin with good attitudes and habits. Encourage a discussiol of the ingre-
dients and the desired results of the "recipe" as shown.

Artwork token trom Hallmark Calendar

44 5 t)
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Just Hoppinl In. . .
To Say Happy Easter
Skill #320
Oral LanguageReporting
Objective:
The student will give a narrative account.

Directions:
Construct this bulletin board using Easter grass in the basket and prepare paper egg
shapes in Easter colors. Have the students look up Easter facts of interest, such as, Easter
customs in other lands or the meaning of our Easter symbols. As each student gives a
short oral report on his findings, he may write his name on an "Easter egg" and add it
to the basket.
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Let Freedom "Ring"
Skill #300
Oral LanguageDiscussing
Objective:
The students will talk and interact about a topic.

Directions:
This bulletin board can be incorporated into a study of what it means to be an
American. Have tile students read "The Freedom Pledge" and discuss what it means to
them. Lei them sign "the document" to officially endorse it.

A Suggestion:
For a three-dimensional effect, use brown kraft paper for "The Freedom Pledge."

53
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Bewitching Stories
Tearback Bulletin Board
Skill #400
Oral LanguageStorytelling
Objective:
The student will relate an original story for the
purpose of entertaining.

Directions:
Let thi.s Halloween bulletin board motivate
students *r. creative storytelling. Have each stu-
dent tell a bewitching story atout the bulletin
board shown above.

Construction:
To construct the tearback bulletin board shown
above, simply cut a piece of colored butcher
paper the size of your bulletin board. Slit the
paper as shoi nn the right and place it over
the bulletin board. Fasten the butcher paper to
the bulletin board with either tape, pins, or
staples. Fold the ends back and fasten them
with double-stick tape or stright pins.

48

Hold the
ends with
double-stick
tape or
strlaght pins.

Grey paper
was used for
the background.

Cut the linos with
an exacta knife to
several inches inside
the border.

Yellow bulletin
board paper was
used for the
tearback.
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Citizen of the Week
Tearback Bulletin Board
Skill #320
Oral Language Reporting
Objective:
The student will give a narrative account.

Directions:
Feature a different child each week as the
"Citizen of the Week." Choose another student
to be class reporter who will write a brief report
on the student who is "Citizen of the Week." This
report should include special talents, interests
and appropriate pictures. Have the "reporter"
give a narrative account of the report to the
class.

A Suggestion:
Newspaper makes an excellant material for
your tearback.

49

The siliouhette
Of the students
head can be
made with an
opaque projector
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Star Students
Skill #280
Oral LanguageDescribing
Objective:
The student will describe z-,haracteristics of a person.

Directions:
Place a school picture or snapshot of each student in two containers, one for boys and
one for girls. Each week put two photographs on the bulletin board as shown above
During the week, each student must teH at least one positive characteristic of each "star
student" and write it on paper cut in the shape of a star provided for this purpose. At
the end of the week, assemble the pages to make a star shape book for each star stu-
dent to keep. Attach the student's photograph to the front.

5f;
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Mickey's Book Club
Skills #3209 580
Oral LanguageReporting and Classification

Objective:
The student will classify a book according to its topic and give an oral report.

Directions:
When a student has read a book tor a report, have him write the title, the author andhis own name on the bulletin board under the category of the book. Then have himgive a short oral report.

Suggestion:
Have each student design a book jacket for the book of his choice and display a fewat a time on the bulletin board.

5 7
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A Hand of Thanks
Skill #380
Oral LanguageSelf-Expression
Objective:
The student will express emotions.

Directions:
Have each student trace his hand on orange, yellow or red construction paper and cut
out the shape. He may cut more than one hand $ lope if he wishes, but, on each one,
he must write his name and one thing he is thankful for. Then attach the paper hands to
a large Thanksgiving turkey made from brown kraft paper. When the turkey bulletin
board is in place, have each child tell why he is thankful for each thing he wrote on his
paper hands.

A Variation:
Have students think of things they are thankful for that begin with each letter in the
word, "Thanksgiving."



0000000000
Skill #280
Oral LanguageDescribing
Objective:
The student will describe a person.

Directions:
Each student must choose one "trick or treater" from the Halloween bulletin board to
describe orally in as eerie a way as he can. After comparing the descriptions of the
characters, have each student "vote" for his favorite one by puffing a "treat" in that
character's bag.

A Suggestion:
Use real kraft bags for the "trick or treat" bags.

53
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Around The World With Books
Skill #320
Oral LanguageReporting

Objective:
The student will give a narrative account of a book.

Directions:
Have each student select a book for a report. When he has completed an oral report
of the book, he may write the title on a cloud shape and he becomes a member of the
"Around The World Book Club."

Suggestion:
Provide cloud or airplane-shaped bookmarks to denote membership in the book club.

54
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Three Cheers For You
Skill #3O0
Oral Languagem-Discussing
Objective:
The student will convince others to agree with a position or statement.

Directions:
Have students write "want ads" for a creative writing assignment. Display the papers on
the bulletin board above. Each student must tell the rest of the class about his paper in
his own words. Have him convince the class to buy his product, to find his dog, or to
hire him for odd jobs.

Suggestions For Want Ads:
1. You are seeking a job to clean yards.
2. You have found a lost collie puppy and are looking for the owner,
3. You want to sell your old one-speed bike.
4. You want to buy a used stereo.
5. Your family is going to have a garage sale.

,1
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Big Wheels In Room 12
Skill #380
Oral LanguageSelf-Expression

Objective:
The student will express emotions.

Directions:
Have each student write his name in the spoke section of any category that tells
something about him. Then have each one give a spontaneous folk on why he chose
each category.

62
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gfto
How would you like to nde

down the road in style and com-
fort? Trade with us and you'll be
among the elite In town We
guarantee you the smoothest
and safest ride on the road
Come in today where everyone
is buying! You won't be sorry!

For Sale
Skill #180
Oral LanguagePropaganda Techniques

Objective:
The student will identify the following propaganda influences: sterotyping, testimonial
and bandwagon.

Directions:
Have the students listen to the sales pitch given above and decide what progaganda
techniques are being used. Discuss sterotyping, testimonials and bandwagon.

Suggestions:
During the time in which you have the above bulletin board displayed, have the
students find other advertising gimmicks and point out the techniques used. They may
also design their own ads using one or more of the same techniques.

t;3
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Cinderella's Friends

Cause
The mice wanted to make
her a dress....

Effect

..because they loved her.

...because she didn't have a
Cinderella was crying.... dress for the ball.
The Fairy Godmother touched the ...and the pumpkin turned
pumpkin with her wand... into a coach.

Cinderella's Friends
Skill #120
Oral LanguageCause/Effect
Objective:
The student will identify cuase and effect.

Directions:
Read the fairy tale "Cinderella" to the students. Use the example strips. Read each one
and have a student tell whether it is a cause (why something happened) or an effect
(what happened). When his response is correct, have him place it in the correci column
on the bulletin board.

A Suggestion:
When cause and effect is well understood. let one student give a cause from the story
and choose another student to respond with the effect; then it is that student's turn to
sta.e a cause.
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Thoughts of
Valentine's Day

Love is Iv favorite
verse

amet

mm1,

11

411111.
St

Valentine
was

Roses are

reø.
violets arl
blue
Sugar Is

Friendship
is

Thoughts Of Valentine's Day
Skill #380
Oral LanguageSelf-Expression

Objective:
The student will express emotions.

Directions:
Use the bulletin board shown above to motivate students to give spontaneous thoughts
about Valentine's Day. Afterwards, have the students write appropriate phrases on the
sneets snown.

6 5
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What's In A Name
Skills #300, 320
Oral LanguageDiscussing, Reporting

Objective:
The student will elicit information and give a narrative account.

Directions:
Have each student find out from his parents how his name was chosen, and also have
him find the meaning of his name in a name dictionary. Then have each student give
an oral report of his findings and display a written version on the bulletin board

Suggestions:
Have the students play "Name Game," ID} naving each student try to make as many
words as possible using the letters of each classmate's name. No letter can be
repeated unless it appears twice. For example; Carey: ear, car, race, care.

Gf;
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Are You A Democrat
Or A Republican
Skill #140
Oral LanguageComparison/Contrast

Objective:
The student will identify similarities and differences in the two political parties.

Directions:
Have the students research the two political parties. Open a discussion of some of the
obvious differences and similarities of the two parties and have each student decide
which one he can most closely identify with.



PLAIN or PEANUT FRACTIONS

M 8 M's Plain or Peanut Fractions
Skill #4120
MathDecimals, Conversions

Objective:
The student will convert mixed numbers to decimal fractions.

Directions:
Have the students convert the mixed numbers on the M & M's to decimal fractions. Use
laminated poster board for the M & M's and write on them with a permanent marker.
Then change the mixed numbers daily by erasing with hair spray.

A Variation:
Provide each student with a small bag of real M & M's and have the students predict
how many candies of each color are in their packages. Then have each student make
a graph showing tha actual color distribution. Hold a discussion of how close the
predictions were to the actual grlphs.

G S
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The
Big Cheese

The Big Cheese
Skills #2120, 2130, 2140, 2150
MathWlmie Numbers, Addition,

Subtraction, Multiplication, Division
Objective:
The student will identify the sum, the difference, the product or the quotient.

Directions:
Because of the versatility of this bulletin board, several students can use the board at
the same time in different ways. The student can work at his seat. This bulletin board
can be recycled weekly (change the numbers) and the student can review a variety of
math skills (see list below). Each day, assign a new task for students to complete. A stu-
dent can pair with a classmate to check completed work.

Suggestions:
Multiply each number by 2.
Multiply each number by 7
and acid the products.
Add the number 3 to each
number.
Divide each number by 2.
Find 10% of each number.

f;
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Write each number as a
Roman numeral.
Double each number.
Add all the numbers and
divide the total by 3.
Add 6 to each even number
and subtract 2 from each
odd number.



High Time

Skill #6140
MathMeasurement
Objective:
The student will identify the time represented on the clock.

Directions:
Use this bulletin board to reinforce the telling of time. Ap-
point one student to stand at the bulletin board and be
timekeeper. During each turn, the timekeeper spins both
urrows. The person whose turn it is, tells the timekeeper
where to position the clock hands and tells the time
represented. Then he draws a card and answers the ques-
tion on it. The card is placed on the bottom of the stack
and the game continues with players alternating turns.
Points may be awarded for correct answers until a desired
score is reached.

Sample Questions:

What time was it 21/2
hours ago?

What time will it be in
24 hours?

rWhat time will it be in 4
hours and 15 minutes?

What time will it be in a
quarter of an hour?



Pinnochiols Register
A Daily Attendance Chart
Skill #III0
MathBasic Number Meaning

Objective:
The student will identify the ordinal position of an object.

Directions:
Have each student record his affendance daily as he arrives by placing a worm
behind the apple with his name on it. When all attendance is recorded, use the chart
to reinforce identifying ordinal position by asking such questions as, "Where is Ken's ap-
ple?" (sixth) or "Which students are absent'?" (first, ninth and eleventh).



We Can Count Ton

jog!!
sue IsAtAvs.'

We Can Count To. .100
Skill #1110
MathBasic Number Meaning
Objective:
The student will identify the array representing counting 1-100.

Directions:
Use this bulletin board to reinforce the recognition and recitation of numbers from
1-100. When a child can recite the numbers 1-100 in numerical order, he may write his
name on the bulletin board.

Variations:
1. Hove a count-a-than. Prepare a chart entitled "Count to 300" that is large

enough to display on the bulletin board with enough lines to write from 1-300.
The numbers I and 300 are entered on the chart. As each student enters the
room each day, he writes the next number on the chart until all numbers are
filled in.

2. Other variations of count-a-thons might be: counting to 300 by 2's, counting
backwards from 300 by l's, counting by 10's to 1,000 and counting to 500 by 5's.

72
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Watch Us Grow-Growth Chart
Skill #6110
MathMeasurement.Linear
Objective:
The student will measure his height.

Directions:
Position this bulletin board so that the lower end of the tape measure is exactly 36
inches from the floor. Have each student stand beside the tape measure and record
his height at several intervals during the school year. At the end of the year, have him
calculate his total growth and compare his findings with other students.
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The Temperature's Rising
Skill #6150
MathTemperature
Objective:
The student will identify the temperature showing Fahrenheit and Celsius.

Directions:
This bulletin board can be used to note each days temperature by sliding the
"mercury" up or down

Suggestions:
Make the "mercury" moveable by constructing it from a strip of red poster board
behind a separate poster board thermometer. Cut a slit in the bulletin board cover so
that the "mercury" wsl slip behind the covering at the base of the thermometer.
Change the window and the child's dress to go with each season.

A Variation:
Assign a city to each child. For two weeks the student should look at the newspaper or
watch the weather on television to find out the high and low temperatures in the assign-
ed city. As the information is gathered, have the student complete the graph sheet that
is illustrated on the next page.
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Continued from
preceding page.
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Directions:
Each day have the student graph the high and low temperatures he finds and graph
them both on the vertical line. Have him put an H for the high and L for the low.

Suggestions:
Have two students each day record which city had the highest temperature
and which had the lowest.

ive a class discussion concerning the activities that are affected by each
)is temperature.

Have students account for the cities' different temperatures.
Have students compare cities on the same latitudes, and note effects of the jet
streams on climates.
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Does
McDonalds
Serve

Cheeseburgers?

Me Math
Skill #2150
MathWhole Numbers, Division
Objective:
The student win compute the quotient.

Directions:
Use the bulletin board above to help students remember the steps in long division. The
first letters in the question, "Does McDonald's Serve Cheeseburgers?" are the first letters
of the steps in order: divide, multiply, subtract, compare, brin,; down.

7 t;
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Do You Know.
All The Angles?

Straight
Angle

Right Right
Angle Angle

Obtuse
Angle

Acute
Angle

Do you Know All the Angles?
Skill #7110
MathGeometry
Objective:
The student will identify the angle as straight, obtuse, acute or right.

Directions:
This is a simple bulletin board that will help students identify angles. Paint the stick
figures with white paint onto a black background. Cut the letters out of white paper.

A Variation:
1. Have a student use his arms to demostrate a stright angle, acute angle or obtuse

angle. The first student to guess the correct angle may demonstrate the next one
2. Try on "angle" version of "Simon Sez," letting students take turns being Simon.

7 7
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Symmetrical
Snowflakes

0
0

0

Symmetrical Snowflakes
Skill #7110
MathGeometry

Objective:
The student will identify the lines of symmetry in objects or figur:

Directions:
Have students identify lines of symmetry by cutting symmetrical snowflakes. Have the stu-
dent fold a piece of paper, cut out a figure which encloses part of the crease and then
unfold it. The crease is called the "line of symmetry." Examples of symmetrical
snowflakes are shown on the bulletin board above.

A Variation:
Have students find, within the room, one symmetrical object and one non-symmetrical
object.
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Window
Shawes
Section
A collection of
creative ways to
use window shades
as permanent
bulletin boards

'7 ; i
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Window Shades
Ordinary window shades make great permanent bulletin boards. They can be rolled up
and stored in a small amount of space, and you do not need windows to hang Them
They can be hung anywhere. On the following pages, you will find a suggestion for a
decorative window shade for each of the nine months of the school year and also
some examples of shades that reinforce specific skills.

This permanent
bulletin board was
made by enlarging
the picure on an
opaque projector
and coloring it with
permanent markers.

The Srnurf picture shown above was taken trorn &MO Stomp Fun by Pevo HOIDIDN, House Books
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The Smurf picture shown
on the right was taken
from A Smurf For All
Seasons coloring book.
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5x5 3x10 4x6 3xi

3x4 5x3 6xi 4x3

400 5x8 4x8 5x2

5)(4 3x6 5x10 3x5

3x8 4x9 3x2 4x6

5x4 6x2 5x1 5x6

5x5 4x4 3x7 5x7

3x5 6x3

\

4x7 2x9

Checkerboard Floorcloth
Skill #140
MathWhole Numbers, Multiplication
Objective:
The student will compute the product.
Directions:
This activity is played like the traditional game of checkers. In each move, the playermust give a product for the equation on each square his checker touches. A calculatormay be used to check answers.

This floorcioth was made from an inexpensive vinyl window shade. The checkerboardsquares were painted on with acrylic paint and the numbers are press-on vinyl. Theycan be easily removed by peeling off. Checkers can be cut from black and red posterboard. Students will enjoy learning their multiplication facts sitting on the floor playingcheckers.
"3 5
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Testy
Taking
Tips

Sharpen two pencils that have erasers.
Relax! Pretend you're going to do a fun puzzle.
Read and follow all directions.
Work at a steady pacenot too slow or fast.
Study material as you get it.
Review it often.
Answer the easiest questions first.
Make sure you've answered everything
you can.
Check all answers for accuracy.
Check to see that your name is on
the test.

TestTaking Tips
Skill #520
ReadingSequence

The student will identify relevant ideas in sequence.

Directions:
Scramble the order of the test-taking tips and have the student arrange them in correct
sequence. Then display the window shade bulteth board with the tips in proper
sequence as shown above. Have the students refer to the tips at test-taking time



Tape Measure

Here We Grow

Skill #6110
MathMeasurement

Linear

Objective:
The student will measure his height.

Directions:
Have the student measure his
height at the beginning, middle
and end of the school year. Have
him record and compare his fin-
dings.

This permanent bulletin board was
made from a scrap of a custom-
cut window shade. Scraps like this
can usually be obtained without
charge from stores where custom
cuffing is done.

Insert a real tape measure to
measure the students and to hang
the shade.

S7



HUG A
BOOK!

att
0%

A use for a
shade scrap-
from custom-
cut wondow
shades.

Hug A Book
Skill #860
ReadingAppropriate

Reading Speed

Objective:
The student will read for pleasure.

Directions:
Display this creative shade scrap
in your reading corner to motivate
students to read.

This permanent bulletin board was
made form a scrap of a custom-
cut window shade

A USfS for a shade scrapfrom
custom-cut window shades

82
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Happy
Birthday

Happy Birthday
Skill #380
Oral LanguageSelf-Expression

Objective:
The student will express emotions
and wishes.

Directions:
Use this shade scrap for birthday
recognition. Have each student
with a birthday during the current
month write his name on a birth-
day cake shape and attach it with
tape beside his birth date. On his
special day, he may tell his birth-
day wishes.

This permanent bulletin board was
made from a scrap of a custom-
cut window shade.

When making your shade put 31
days on it so It can be used for all
twelve months.

o

Th6 uottom was turned up and
bradded to hold birthday cake
shapes cut from pink and blue
construction paper.

83
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ThCal dar
Section

Colorful calendars
to use in
your classrooms
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Calendars
Another type of bulletin boarda calendar! It's hard to imagine a classroom without
one, for not only does it mark special events, it also serves as a learning tool.

Each bulletin board on the follow-
ing pages is based on a basic
calendar layout.

The basic calendar g; id on goge
88 can be created in a variety of
ways. The grid presented simply
saves time and can be used year
after year if It is laminated.

Suggestions to add to your calendars:

Student of the day:
Each day add the name of a student who has improved in some area.

Birthdays:
Be sure to display each student's birthday on the appropriate day. This could be done
by adding a paper birthday cake that has the mudent's name on It.

Handy Helpers:
Each day assign a student to be your helper. He can help pass out papers, sharpen
pencils, clean erasers, greet visitors, etc.

Weekend Fun Ideas:
Fun ideas for the weekend could be added on cards to the calendar. Involve students
In giving suggestions for these ideas.

School Events Reminder:
Use the calendar td post all school events.

Task Cards:
Each day could have a task card that assigns a special task to a student.

91
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Calendar
Suggestions

Prepare a set of cards like the ones shown at tho right and
divide them among the players. In alternating turns, each
player may play a card on the date that corresponds to the
sum or difference of the Iwo numerals on the cord. The board
must be filled in sequence, and each player is awarded the
number of points equal to the date his card occupies.

For each date, have the student give three number sentences
that would result in that number as the answer.

Challenge your students to think of something that relates in
some way to eoch number en the calendar, for example, I =
solitaire, 2 = a pair of shoes, etc.

Have the student search the calendar grid for combinations of
Iwo or more numbers adjacent horizontally, vertically or
diagonally, that make up a number that has some recognized
meaning, for example, 1, 9, 8 and 7 =
1987, the current year.

Create an addition problem that will result in an answer for each
day of the month. For example: 15+6+ 10=31.

:i2
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A Calendar for each school month of the year.

September
All of the pat-
terns shown on
the calendars
were cut from
the Ellison Letter
Machine. The
calendar grid is
ready for you to
duplicate on
page 88.

'''."=1110.
Sunday oMnday Tut. tday Wednetda Thur talay Imlay Saturday

J1/4

-..

October
The ghosts were cut on the fold so they wilt stand out. Cuffing on the fold also enables
you to make invitations for Halloween.
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Calendars

Sunday Wonday Tuesday I littntnesday Tbsusday Friday Saturday

January
The snowmen
could be used to
send progress
reports home.

Sunday munday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday friday Saved*,
-A

..:

il

''..
.-

A

..:4

A

. ..

4.-

4

February
The colors denote the patriotic theme of this month and ribbon adds that special touchfor Valentine's Day.

97
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Calendars

crtlipp MARCH
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0°)Suaday Monday Tuesday %Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday
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Calendars

Sunday
er-

Munday Tuesday Wednesday T hursday t rata, lirtorday

at --a

qarry
i , Id"It ,

la

.........--.--..4.---------

May
Flowers were
added to the
baskets for a 3-D
touch. The birth-
day cake shows
how students'
birthdays can
be remembered

JUNE
Sunder Monday Tuesday Wednesday Mussel.", Friday %at urdAy

%,.......

.4a
4

0

__ _ 1 . I_ .
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Seasonal Calendars
Autumn Months

1

September in

le. October

Seasonal Calendars
Making a calendar can be time consuming so one way to expand its uses is to make a
seasonal calendar, such as the ones shown above and on the next two pages. The
colors and designs shown on the calendar above reflect on the months of autumn. All
that has to be changed each month are the numerals and month names. The numerals
can be quickly erased with hair spray and rewritten with a permanent marker, provided
the grid has been laminated first.



Seasonal Calendars
Winter Months

-.111114

December
Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesda Thursday Friday Saturday

(/ February



Seasonal Calendars
Spring Months

May

Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday

1 C 6
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Patterns for each month were cut from the Ellison Letter Machine.

Year-Round Calendar
To make your classroom planning easier,
construct a yecr-round calendar. This
calendar can be used for every month in
the year. The U. S. map is used for the basic
background. Then a blank laminated
calendar grid is added (shown on page
88). The name of the month is added,
along with a few symbols associated with it.
To use it for another month, just change the
month name and patterns By writing the
dates with a permanent marker on to the
laminated calendar grid, they can also be
changed by simply erasing with hair spray.

Suggested patterns for each
September apples
November turkey
January - snowman
March - rabbit

shamrock

7
99

month:
October ghosts, pumpkins
December tree, Santa Claus
February - hearts
April - umbrella
May - basket with flowers



Cut out the
circle so the
calendar may
be hung.

Laminated
Calendar
Grid

Paintbrush Calendar
Any shape, like the paintbrush above, can be enbrged on the opaque projector cend
used to carry out a particular theme in the classroom.

s
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S n
A collection of unique
ideas to motivate students
in reading and creative
writing
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Bookmaking
6" x 6" Book
4. Cut two (2) 6" x 6" cardboards (poster board) for covers. Cut one (4) 3/8" x 6"

cardboard for spine.
2. Cut one (4) 9" x 46" piece of contact paper for outside. Cut two (2) 51/2" x 11"

pieces of contact paper for inside.
3. Cut ten (1) 5W' x 51/2 sheets of paper for pages.

4. With sticky side of contact up.
press cardboard onto contact
paper.

1%"

6. Fold excess over cardboard
and press out bubbles.

10. Great to use for book reports,
language experience stories,
special projects.

5. Cut corners.

41=.

7. Staple pages together on one
side.

8. Place stapled edge of pages
on cardboard spine.

9. Fold inside contact papw in
half and sec,ure to inside front
cover and then to outside
sheet of clipped pages.
Repeat same process for back
inside cover.

Pages
1

51/2" x 84/4" Horizontal Book
1. Cut Iwo (2) 51/2" x 81/4" cardboards for covers. Cut one (4) 3/8' x 51/2" cardboard

for spine.
2. Cut one (1) 9" x 20" piece of contact paper for outside. Cut two (2) 5" x 151/2"

pieces of contact paper for inside.
3. Cut ten (10) 5" x 7-W sheets of paper for pages. Continue 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 40

same as above.

102



Lap Flannels

Select two copies of an inexpensive
book, Y2 yard of flannel and one
pocket folder.

Cut the major characters
of scenes from one book
and glue flannel on the back
of each piece.

Glue flannel inside the folder on one
side. Store flannel backed pieces and
unused book inside the pocket on the
other side.

This is a great activity for use in retell-
ing stories, sequencing skills and
overall language development.

I
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Bookmarks
Cut a piece of construction paper 9 inches long and 41/2
inches wide, add a shape at the top and you have a
bookmark. The shapes shown above are cut from the Ellison
Letter machine.

113
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One Mb. Twu
Fish

.10 a.. ws

The
Old
Nam
Piano

The Red
Hre Engine

zwileizi//////////70,/ eif#/// ///////ill Itiv, / l<

A Crayon Wall Hanging
A nice way to motivate students to read for pleasure is to involve them in a classroom
art project. After a child has read a book, give him a piece of unbleached muslin and
have him illustrate a character or scene from the book using crayons. Have the student
color in the areas as dark as possible. Place a piece of paper over the Illustration and
press with c ....arm iron to heat set. Then sew all the squares together and back with a
colorful fabric to creale a wall hanging, and it can double as a floorcloth.
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Shape Books

Shape books come in all sizes and provide motivation in reoding, creative writing and
all of the language arts. They provide an excellent method of book reporting and mak-
ing outlines and reports of all kinds. They are useful and educational, certainly, but
more than that, they are fun!

And shape books are easy to make. The front and back covers can be made from
colored poster board; the inside pages con be made from an inexpensive paper
(newsprint, ditto) and, a couple of brads will hold it all together.

On the next eight
pages are patterns for
shape books that can
be enlarged on the
opaque projector.

The
'184:k-0-Lantern
Shape Book
This shape book can
be filled with
Halloween poems
and songs written
by the student.

107
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Shape Book
Patterns

For a unique variation, use brown
construction paper for pages in
the milk bottle to represent
chocolate milk.

Here are two variations of the
apple shape book perfect for
the beginning of the school year.



Shape Book
Patterns

The suitcase shape book
is perfect for our traveling
migrant student,

Completed Suitcase
Shape Book

Front of Suitcase Shape
Book

Back of Suitcase Shape
Book

109
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Suitcase
Handle
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Shape Book
Patterns

A crayon shape book is perfect fix
all levels. For readiness, it could be
filled with pictures of objects of a
certain color, and on an upper
level it could contain colorful ex-
perience stories written by the
student.

Green -----0-
Stripes

Finished
Crayola Shape Book ---..

Pattern for Crayon< _ )

Back of
Shape Book

Yellow
Background

Front of
Shape Book.

110 I1LS



Shape Book
Patterns

Completed
paint con
shape book

grey can

For 3-D
effect use real wire

Paint Pattern

Point can pattern
Front and Back
cut two



Shape Book Patterns

Palette
What child would not love to
write about the colors in his
world in this clever palette
shape book.

,*---Use colored paper on inside.

(&
Paintbrush
Shape Book
Woodgrain
Contact paper

Front of
Paintbrush Shape Book

Back of
Paintbrush
Shape Book



Shape Book
Patterns

For the Halloween season, the
ghost shape book will motivate
creative writing,

Birthday
Shape Book

Any child would love to write a
story about his own special day in
this birthday shape book.

-
143
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Shape Book
Patterns
Have the student see how
many words he can make
using the letters in the
word Thanksgiving.

Turkey
Shape Book

Stocking
Shape Book
Have the student
paraphase "The Night
Before Christmas" in the
stocking shape book.

Sailboat
Shape Book
Have the student take an
imaginary r;ruise to South
America. Have him plot
his course and describe
his journey in this shape
book.

144 1 2



Shape Book Patterns

AlegalL

Abraham
Lincoln's
hat is the
shape book.
Cut inside
paper the
shape of
the hat.

Have the student
write the outline
of Lincoln's life
under his hat.

George
Washington
Shape Book

Tree
Shape Book
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A special section
of projects to add a
splash of color
to your classroom
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Screen Printing
Method

1. Choose your artwork to allow a 1" border
around the edge of the screen and secure a
matte finish copy. Insert the copy face up
between the thermal screen and the
backing sheet.

2. Process the set through a thermal copier on a
medium setting to image your print. Remove
the copy and backing from screen.

3. With masking tape mount the screen, smooth
side down, on a frame stretching the screen
slightly to eliminate wrinkles.

4. On a smooth flat surface position 'ne
frame with the imaged screen over
the object to be printed. Place a
length of printing Ink along the top
edge of your screen. Pull your
squeegee, held at a 45-degree
angle, firmly and evenly over the ink
and down the entire screen. Best
results are obtained by using suffi-
cient ink to coat the screen with a
single squeegee stroke.

5. Carefully lift the screen and set your print aside to dry for about half an hour.
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Screen printing may
be used for:
Field day t-shirts, mass
duplication of bulletin boards,
fund raising projects such as,
tote bags, duffle bags and
pennants.

Ai 'S\\:.

CAMP
o

flCft#

Folders, brochures
and book covers

When screen printing on fabric, use textile ink and heat set with a warm iron after thefabric is dry.

I
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Filmmaking

Use outdated commercially prepared filmstrips to
create your own new ones using the following
procedure:

Soak filmstrip for a few minutes in household bleach to remove all emulsion.

* Rinse in water and hang to dry.

Cut slits on the film spacing guide (below) and insert the bleached filmstrip.
The squares denote the amount of space for each frame.

Use permanent fine tip markers
for writing and illustrating the
story.

You may want to combine the
filmstrip with a tape recording
or background music.

120



ColorLift Transparency

This process lifts the color from -I picture on a magazine page to create a transparency
of the picture.

Materials needed:
Picture printed on clay-coated paper
Laminating film
Scissors
Iron
Pan of warm water
Cardboard or heavy paper for frame

Note: Test an unprinted section i..)f the magazine to determine if the paper is clay-
coated. Lightly rub a moist finger over the area. If a white chalky residue appears on
the finger, this indicates the paper is clay-coated and is suitable for this process.

1. Trim the picture to desired size.

2. Usir a low setting, iron the picture to remove any moisture.

3. Cut the film to the picture's size and place on picture with "frosty' side down.

4. Starting at the bottom of the picture and film, place iron in middle and iron
toward outside edges to avoid air bubbles.

5. Place the laminated picture in a pan of warm water for a couple of minutes. A
mild detergent can be added.

6. Gently pull the wet paper from the laminating film. If peeling is difficult, return
the picture and film tc the water for further soaking.

7. Rub the transparency until all the clay residue is removed.

8. Rinse cnd hang to dry.

9. Spray the dull side of the dry transparency with a clear plastic spray. Hair
spray is quite suitable.

10. Mount in a transparency frame or cut a mat to fit.

This activity can be utilized to teach skill concepts ir all subject areas

i21



Picture Frame Kits
The picture frames shown on the next two pages were made from shapes from the
Ellison Letter Machine.

Z._ Front of apple frame kit.

Back of finished
frame kit.

1

1

1

1

Construction:
Tape front to back, leaving top open so
child's picture can slide in. Tape
stand onto back as shown above. Place
worm on front.

Completed apple frame.

Back of
apple frame kit.
(Cut a little larger
than front.)

There are four pieces
to the apple frame
kit: front, back.
stand and worm.

Stand

Score along
dotted line so
stand will fold
easily.

Red Poster Board
Green Poster Board

122
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More
Frame Kits

Heart, Oval
and Star

Red Poster Board

White
Poster Board

Light Pink
Poster Board

Dark Pink
Poster Board

Red
Poster Board

Blue
Poster Board

fo,

123
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Sun Catchers and Invitations. . .
Mode from the Ellison Letter Machine

Sun
Catchers
Don't throw
away scraps
when using
the letter
machine.
Back them with
brightly
colored
acetates and
let the sun
shine through.

Hang sun
catchers in
your windows
to decorate for
the holiday
seasons or
write vowels
on them to
teach skills.

Invitations

Colored Acetate

When cutting invitations from the
letter machine, make sure you
cut on the fold of the paper.
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Felt Boards
The felt board is a colorful learning
tool. The one shown on the right has
been cut from heavy duty cardboard.
covered with blue felt, and trimmed
with rickrack.

Materials Needed:
Section of heavy cardboard or
1/4" plywood cut 25" x 35"

1 yard of felt in background color

Tacky glue and paintbrush

Four yards of baby rickrack

Board Construction:

Cut felt section 30" x 40"

Dilute tacky glue using 1 part water to I part
coat of diluted glue on front of board.

Apply felt turning approximately 2f/2" toward
heavy cardboard Is used, miter corners of felt
plywood, felt may be stapled in place.

glue. With paintbrush, spead an even

back on an sides and folding corners. If
and glue in position. For tri-wall or

by gluing a 24" x 34" felt section inThe back of the board may then be covered
place over the secured edges.

Felt Bound Kits:
Place a strip of felt between 2 sheets of paper to cut numerals, letters and shapes
from the Ellison Letter Machine to assemble the following kits:

2" numerals, 1-10, each in a different color, and math symbols
( , = 4-, -, X, ) in one color.

Small shapes in 10 sets and colors to correspond to numerals,

Large and small shape sets using available 4" and 2" dies, each set in a
different color,

4" alphabet, capitals. 4" alphabet, lower case.

132
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Felt Boards

An individual
12" x 14"
felt board

ri

A Story Is
Shaping Up

Skill #0120
MathDivisions Within Properties

Objective:
The stuaent will identify 2-D shapes.

Directions:
Provide the student with an individual felt board and an assortment of felt shapes (like
the ones shown above). Read the story "Squares Are Not Boa" to the student. As the
stoiv is read, have the student choose the shape(s) named and place these shapes on
his felt board to illustrate the action.

A Variation:
Provide different colored 2-D shapes and have the student identify each color.

The story "Squares Are Not Bad" is given on the following pages

1:33
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"Squares Are Not Bad"

Here are the Squares.
They live all by themselves in Square Town.

Here are the Circles.
They live all by themselves in Circle Town.

Here ore the Triangles.
They live all by themselves in Triangle Town.

Here are the Rectangles.
They live all by themselves in Rectangle Town.

The Squares do not like the Circles.
The Circles do not like the Triangles.

The Triangles do not like the Rectangles.
The Rectangles do not like the Squares.
They do not like anyone but themselves.
They think the others are stupid, and lazy,
and mean, and bad ! I !

The Squares say this: "If you want to be smart,
and beautiful, and good, you must have four
sides exactly the same. If you do not have
four sides exactly the same, then you are
stupid, and ugly, and bad ! I I

The Circles say this: "If you want to be smart,
and beautiful, and good, you mut be perfect-
ly round. If you are not perfectly round, then
you are stupid, and ugly, and bad ! bad I
bad!"

The Triangles say this: "If you want to be
smart, and beautiful, and good, you must
have only three sides. if you do not have
three sides, then you are stupid, and ugly,
and bad ! bad I bad!

One beautiful summer day the little Squares.
and little Circles,

and little Triangles, and
little Rectangles went outside to play.
but NOT together.
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"Squares Are Not Bad"

While they were playing, a terrible thing happened.
The little Circles were playing on top of a Nil.
Some of them slipped and went rolling down the hill.

Faster and faster they rolled to the very bottom
of the hill where the little Rectangles were playing.

The Rectangles were very angry. They thought the
Circles were very bad to roll Into the Rectangles very
own playground. They called the Circles bad
names, and threw rocks at them. The circles were
frightened.

The Squares and Triangles heard the yelling and the
crying. They ran as fast as they could to see what
was happening. And they started yelling, and throw-
ing stones. There was more and more noise and
more crying. lt was terrible!

At last one of the Rectangles became so angry that
he leaped into the air and come down right on top
of the Circles. Oh, wonder of wonders! Everyone was
absolutely quiet. No one said a word! They just look-
ed, and Looked and LOOKED.

The Rectangles and Circles had made a wagon!
A lovely, beautiful wagon!

And then everyone became very excited. They all
wanted to make something. The Squares and
Circles made a train. A Rectangle made the
smokestack. Some tiny circles made smoke.

Triangles and Rectangles made trees.

They all worked together and made a lovely house.
They made things that were pretty.

They made things that were fun. Everyone had a
wonderful, marvelous, beautiful time.

When it was time to go home, they all sang a little
song: And they sang it over and over, all the way
home.

We are glad, glad, glad!
Being different is not bad.
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Felt Boards
In Shapes. .

Any shape cjn
be enlarged on the
opaque projector
and made into a
felt board for a perfect
way to carry out a
particular theme
in the classroom

Paintbrush
Felt Board
Pattern

Here is an
activity adapted
from the Oral
Language Curriculum
Guide to use
on o
felt board.

"Password"
Skill #280
Objective:
The student will depict an object verbally.

Directions:
Seat on student in front of the class, facing the others. Place a shape on the felt board
in full view of the class, but so that the child who is selected cannot see the shape The ob-
ject of the game is for him to guess the shape from one-word clues given by his
classmates.

A Suggestion:
Using this same paintbrush pattern, a chalkboard can be constructed from poster
board and dart ':ontact paper. The student or teacher can write directly on the paint-
brush with chalk 7ind it can be wiped clean with a tissue or felt eraser.
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Felt Boards
In Shapes.

"Shape A Scene'
Skill #0110
MathRecognition

of Properties
Objective:
The student
will identify colors and
2-D shapes.

Directions:
On the apple
felt board, have the
student shape a colorful
scene by adding the
various colored triangles,
squares, circles and
rectangles.

The Palette
Felt Board Pattern

430
1.37

"Alphabet
Assemblage"
Skill #040
ReadingVisual

Memory
Objective:
The student
will reproduce letters
from memory.

Directions:
The student removes
the puzzle pieces
from the envelope and
assembles them to form
the leer shown on the
palette felt board.



Felt Beards
In Shapes.

United States
Felt Board Pattern

4'

The United States felt board can be a
creative learning tool. Skills can in-
clude the study of the different time
zones across the U. S., geographical
activities, weather conditions in dif-
ferent areas and a display of the
agricultural products or industries.

Individual state felt boards
can be made to encompass
a lesson on a particular
state's history.
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